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A B S T R A C T   

DNA synthesis and assembly primarily revolve around the innovation and refinement of tools that 
facilitate the creation of specific genes and the manipulation of entire genomes. This multifaceted 
process encompasses two fundamental steps: the synthesis of lengthy oligonucleotides and the 
seamless assembly of numerous DNA fragments. With the advent of automated pipetting work-
stations and integrated experimental equipment, a substantial portion of repetitive tasks in the 
field of synthetic biology can now be efficiently accomplished through integrated liquid handling 
workstations. This not only reduces the need for manual labor but also enhances overall effi-
ciency. This review explores the ongoing advancements in the oligonucleotide synthesis platform, 
automated DNA assembly techniques, and biofoundries. The development of accurate and high- 
throughput DNA synthesis and assembly technologies presents both challenges and opportunities.   

1. Introduction 

The rapid expansion of synthetic biology has led to a heightened demand for DNA synthesis, particularly for applications in gene 
circuits, metabolic engineering, and genome synthesis [1]. DNA synthesis technology plays a pivotal role in the design, build, test, 
learn (DBTL) cycle of synthetic biology. High-throughput DNA synthesis not only enhances our comprehension of life but also em-
powers us to manipulate it more effectively. In 2002, scientists chemically synthesized a functional poliovirus genome of about 7500 
bp [2], marking a major milestone in the field. Subsequently, in 2010, the Venter Institute synthesized the first self-replicating artificial 
cell, Mycoplasma capricolum [3]. More recently, in 2017, the Synthetic Yeast Genome Project (Sc2.0), an international collaboration, 
achieved the de novo design and chemical synthesis of six chromosomes (II [4], III [5], V [6], VI [7], X [8] and XII [9]) of the S. 
cerevisiae genome. The synthetic yeast strains were remarkably similar and consistent with the wild type. The current foundational 
strategies for synthetic genes or genomes encompass the following steps: (1) chemical synthesis of oligonucleotides; (2) synthesis of 
oligonucleotides into shorter double-stranded DNA (dsDNA); (3) assembly of short DNA fragments into larger constructs; (4) in vivo 
assembly of large DNA (>20 kb), typically using in vivo assembly in E. coli, S. cerevisiae, or other appropriate host cells. 

The assembly of large DNA fragments from chemically synthesized oligonucleotides often involves a substantial amount of re-
petitive work. Therefore, the integration of automation technology has emerged as a pivotal and invaluable strategy for streamlining 
this process. Currently, the integration of conventional DNA synthesis and assembly methods with high-throughput automation 
techniques has proven effective in accelerating processing times, lowering error rates, and minimizing overall costs. This paper is 
dedicated to offering a comprehensive review of automated high-throughput DNA synthesis and assembly techniques. 
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2. Automation of oligonucleotide synthesis 

Oligonucleotides are linear polynucleotide fragments composed of multiple nucleotide residues linked by phosphodiester bonds. In 
the 1950s, Todd and Khorana et al. used phosphodiester [10], H-phosphonate [11] and phosphotriester [12] methods to synthesize 
oligonucleotides, enabling the de novo abiotic synthesis of DNA. In the 1980s, the automation and commercialisation of phosphor-
amidite chemistry led to the breakthrough development of oligonucleotide synthesis [13]. Today, oligonucleotides are used in a wide 
range of applications, including scientific research, clinical research, pharmaceutical development and the synthesis of molecular 
diagnostic probes. 

2.1. Column-based oligonucleotide synthesizers 

Oligonucleotide synthesis is a multi-step, continuous reaction in which nucleotide monomers are gradually added to solid-phase 
supports such as controlled pore glass (CPG) or polystyrene (PS) beads. Each cycle includes four critical reactions: deprotection, 
coupling, capping and oxidation. At the end of synthesis, oligonucleotides are released from the solid-phase support using ammonia or 
other alkaline conditions. Subsequently, oligonucleotides undergo purification through methods such as oligonucleotide purification 
columns (OPC), polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), or high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). In the 1980s, 
Applied Biosystems developed the first automated DNA synthesizer using this method, improving the accessibility of synthetic oli-
gonucleotides [14,15]. Using the synthesis column as the synthesis support and the controlled porous glass as the reaction medium, the 
column synthesizer uses a computer-programmed solenoid valve to accurately control the flow of reaction reagents into the column, 
resulting in the synthesis of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) [16,17]. 

Currently, commercial automated column oligonucleotide synthesis technology is relatively mature, and many oligonucleotide 
synthesizers have been built (Fig. 1A). Predominantly utilized synthesizers in this domain include the MerMade series, developed by 
BioAutomation, and the Dr.Oligo series, developed by Biolytic [17]. In 2017, Boles et al. presented a digital-to-biological converter 
(DBC) [18], which featured an oligonucleotide synthesizer (MerMade 192R) operated with Poseidon software, enabling the automated 
synthesis of oligonucleotides. The MerMade 192R Synthesizer has the capability to produce up to 192 oligonucleotides in a single DBC 
run, facilitating the construction of a 6 kb DNA fragment. In 1995, the Stanford Genome Technology Center (SGTC) developed the first 
96-well automated multiplexed oligonucleotide synthesizer (96-AMOS). Subsequently, they integrated the 96-AMOS technology with 
the commercially available BioRAPTR Flying Reagent Dispenser, enabling high-throughput (up to 3456 wells) dispensing of aqueous 
buffers, diluents, and staining solutions. This improved system allows for the simultaneous synthesis of oligonucleotides of varying 
lengths, with an average yield of 3.5 nmol per well, obviating the need for post-synthesis amplification [19]. 

Automated column-based synthesizers have played a pivotal role in significantly enhancing both the efficiency and quality of 
oligonucleotide synthesis, establishing themselves as indispensable tools within various spheres of academic research and industrial 
applications. Advancements in DNA synthesis technology have resulted in an impressive increase in the synthesis throughput for 
synthetic oligonucleotides, reaching ranges of 96 to 1536. Furthermore, the cost for synthesizing sequences under 100 bases has 
decreased to a range of $0.05 to $0.15 per nucleotide, and the error rate has been markedly reduced to as low as one mutation per 200 
base pairs or even less [20,21]. 

Fig. 1. Typical oligonucleotide synthesizers. A, Column-based oligonucleotide synthesizers. B, High-throughput microarray-based oligonucleotide 
synthesizers. C, Enzymatic oligonucleotide synthesizers. 
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However, despite the advancement in oligonucleotide synthesis, challenges persist when targeting oligonucleotides exceeding 200 
base pairs, primarily due to an average reaction efficiency of less than 99.5% per cycle [1]. The practical synthetic limit typically 
hovers around 100 base pairs, a compromise struck between efficiency and cost considerations. Furthermore, the column-based 
oligonucleotide synthesis process necessitates the use of various organic solvents, resulting in the need for specialized waste liquid 
and gas management. Consequently, there is a pressing need to explore novel methodologies that can extend the length of synthetic 
oligonucleotides and discover approaches for oligonucleotide synthesis that do not rely on organic reagents. 

2.2. Microarray oligonucleotide synthesis 

Although column-based oligonucleotide synthesis has proven effective for synthesizing oligonucleotides at a medium to large scale 
(nmol to mmol), there remains a persistent need for higher-throughput approaches to align with DNA synthesis requirements and cost- 
efficiency goals. To address this challenge, researchers have turned their attention to DNA microarrays, which offer a cost-effective 
source of oligonucleotides. Microarray oligonucleotide synthesis is based on a surface of the silicon chip or glass slide, and grows 
in specific spots or volumes. DNA microarrays can generate large numbers of unique oligonucleotide sequences in a miniaturized and 
parallel manner, offering advantages in throughput, reagent consumption and cost [22–24]. These advantages are achieved by various 
mechanisms, including photolithography, electrochemical and array ink-jet printing, among others (Fig. 1B). 

2.2.1. Photolithography-based oligonucleotide synthesizers 
In the 1990s, Affymetrix developed a method for spatially localized polymer synthesis on surfaces using photo-activated chemistry 

[25,26]. This method laid the foundation for the development of array-based oligonucleotide synthesis and marked the beginning of 
DNA microarray synthesis. Subsequently, NimbleGen and LC Sciences used maskless techniques to guide the photochemistry using 
programmable micromirror devices [27,28]. In 2018, Hölz et al. used a photolithographic method for efficient reverse 5’→3′ synthesis 
of complex DNA arrays [29]. 2-(2-nitrophenyl)-propoxycarbonyl (NPPOC) was replaced by 
benzoyl-2-(2-nitrophenyl)-propoxycarbonyl (BzNPPOC), and the photolysis efficiency was increased by more than two times. Coupled 
with additional optimization of conjugation and oxidation reactions, the reverse synthesis efficiency of DNA oligonucleotide arrays is 
approximately 3 times higher. In 2021, Lietard et al. analyzed the error rate of DNA libraries synthesized by photolithography [30]. 
They identified the proportion of deletion, insertion and substitution errors, and found that the photolysis yield influenced the deletion 
rate. The study also illustrates the effects and limitations of optical defects, highlighting the importance of preventing internal re-
flections by absorbing ultraviolet light. 

Affymetrix’s technology relies on the precise control of light using photolithographic masks to selectively remove protective 
groups, enabling specific sites to engage in subsequent rounds of nucleotide coupling. This approach imparts a high degree of spec-
ificity, sensitivity, reproducibility, and a low false-positive rate to the oligonucleotide chip. Remarkably, this technology empowers the 
synthesis of up to 500,000 oligonucleotides on a single chip [16]. LC Sciences’ DNA synthesis facility achieves high synthetic purity 
through advanced microarray synthesis technology (μParaflo®). This technology enables high-throughput parallel synthesis of custom 
DNA microarrays by integrating photo-generated acid (PGA) chemistry, digital photolithography (DLP) and advanced microarray 
technology. The microarray platform can synthesize thousands or more sequences per tube, with oligonucleotide lengths up to 150 bp, 
at a cost of less than $0.08 per base [16,31]. 

2.2.2. Ink-jet printing based oligonucleotide synthesizers 
In 1996, Agilent developed a DNA synthesizer using non-contact industrial ink-jet printing, in which four bases are sprayed onto the 

chip one at a time as “ink”, enabling in-situ printing of oligonucleotides [32]. Subsequently, Hughes and Lausted synthesized thou-
sands of oligonucleotide arrays in situ using ink-jet printing [33,34]. In 2019, Li et al. introduced a microreactor chip for oligonu-
cleotide synthesis. The chip uses fixed silica beads in microreactors. By increasing the surface area and enhancing the binding strength 
of the beads to the chip, they increased the yield of the oligonucleotide synthesis product [35]. 

Agilent took the pioneering initiative in oligonucleotide synthesis by employing ink-jet printing technology. Their chip substrate is 
composed of a glass plate, approximately the dimensions of a standard pathology slide. The latest SurePrint DNA chip synthesizes 
sequentially consistent, highly complex 30–230 bp oligonucleotides with 244,000 oligonucleotides in parallel (https://www.agilent. 
com.cn/). Based on the SurePrint oligonucleotide library, Coventry et al. discovered biophysical properties that can predict how 
proteins will interact [36]. Currently, Twist Bioscience also synthesizes oligonucleotides using ink-jet printing. Oligonucleotides with 
high uniformity, low error rate and up to 300 bp can be synthesized on a silicon-based platform. The silicon-based DNA synthesis 
platform boasts a capacity to produce over one million unique ssDNA oligonucleotides in a single run. Each chip comprises numerous 
discrete clusters, and within these clusters, 121 individually addressable surfaces exist, each with the capability to synthesize a distinct 
oligonucleotide sequence(https://www.twistbioscience.com/). 

2.2.3. Electrochemical array based oligonucleotide synthesizers 
Oligonucleotides can also be synthesized in situ using local electrochemical reactions, where electrochemical reactions are 

employed to generate acid for the removal of protective groups. The controlled coupling synthesis is then achieved using phos-
phoramidite monomers. In 2005, Egeland and colleagues successfully electrochemically synthesized a 16 bp oligonucleotide [37]. 
Furthermore, in 2007, CombiMatrix’s oligonucleotide microarray platform contained 12,544 individually addressable microelec-
trodes in a semiconductor matrix. This innovation enabled semiconductor-based electrochemical acid production for the selective 
deprotection of nucleosides [38]. In 2017, Holden et al. fabricated DNA arrays directly on aminated polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 
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sheets. PET sheets are more robust, more flexible, and can tolerate the large number of chemical exposure steps required to synthesize 
relatively long oligonucleotides [39]. In 2018, Levrie et al. synthesized DNA directly on a chip using electrochemically modified gold 
electrodes as solid carriers [40]. 

CustomArray pioneered the electrochemical synthesis of oligonucleotides, using electricity as a reaction switch [37,38]. This 
method reduces the synthesis reaction to a micron-scale reaction hole, allowing the integration of tens of thousands of reaction points 
on a chip. While this approach excels in DNA quality compared to photochemical methods, the chip is entirely immersed in the reaction 
solution, and local acid diffusion can still affect nearby areas. Consequently, its actual efficiency is lower than ink-jet printing. Cus-
tomArray’s high-throughput, electrochemical DNA synthesizer enables the simultaneous synthesis of 8.4 million unique oligonucle-
otides of up to 150 bp in length. DNA synthesis technology on complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuit 
(IC) enables dynamic programming of microelectrode current/voltage optimization control with remarkable accuracy [41,42]. 

2.2.4. Thermally controlled oligonucleotide synthesizers 
With the development of synthetic biology, some emerging microarray synthesizers have emerged. For example, Evonetix has 

Table 1 
Overview of different automated oligonucleotide synthesizer.  

Type of synthesizer Company and 
equipment 

Characteristics Advantage Disadvantage Reference 

Column-based 
oligonucleotide 
synthesizers 

BioAutomation 
(MerMade 4/6/12/ 
48X/96E/192E/192R/ 
192X) 

≤192 column synthesizer, 
0.02–200 μmol/column, 20 bp 
primers in 3.5 h 

Mature technology, large 
scale, low error rate 

High cost, toxic chemicals 18 

Biolytic (Dr. Oligo 96/ 
192/384/768) 

≤768 column synthesizer, 2 
nmol to 5 μmol/column, a 
single 384-well plate in 6 min 
and 40 s 

High quality, media 
flexibility, scalability, 
ultimate efficiency 

High cost, toxic chemicals http://www. 
biolytic.cn/ 

Stanford Genome 
Technology Center (96- 
AMOS, 3456-AMOS) 

≤3456 column synthesizer, 3.5 
nmol/column 

Large scale, high- 
throughput, low reagent 
consumption 

Toxic chemicals 19 

Cytiva (ÄKTA 
Oligopilot) 

8 oligonucleotides in 3–4 h Large scale, sensor 
detection process 

Low throughput, toxic 
chemicals 

15 

Microarray-based 
oligonucleotide 
synthesizers 

Affymetrix (Oligo chip) Up to 500,000 oligonucleotides 
in parallel 

High-throughput, mature 
chip, low cost 

Only synthetic 
oligonucleotide libraries 

16 

LC Sciences High synthetic purity, cost less 
than $0.08 per base, up to 150 
bp, up to 4000 oligonucleotides 
in parallel 

High-throughput, low 
reagent consumption, low 
cost 

Complex chip processing, 
only synthetic 
oligonucleotide libraries 

16, 31 

Agilent (SurePrint DNA 
chip) 

30–230 bp, up to 244,000 
oligonucleotides in parallel 

High-throughput, low 
reagent consumption, low 
cost 

Only synthetic 
oligonucleotide libraries 

https:// 
www. 
agilent.com. 
cn/ 

Twist Bioscience Up to 1 million oligonucleotides 
in parallel 

High-throughput, good 
synthesis stability, low 
error rate 

Low yield of single 
oligonucleotide 

16 

CustomArray Up to 150 bp, up to 8.4 million 
oligonucleotides in parallel 

High-throughput, low 
reagent consumption, low 
cost 

Poor synthesis stability, 
high error rate, only 
synthetic oligonucleotide 
libraries 

37, 38 

Evonetix Compatible with both 
phosphoramidite and 
enzymatic methods, in situ 
assembly and error correction 

High-throughput, 
Efficient synthesis of 
repeat sequences and GC- 
rich 

High reagent 
consumption, complex 
chip processing, low 
purity if not thermolysed 

16, 43 

BGI Up to 100,000 oligonucleotides 
in parallel 

High-throughput, good 
synthesis stability, low 
error rate 

Poor chip compatibility 16 

Enzymatic 
oligonucleotide 
synthesizers 

DNA Script (Syntax) Up to 99.7% coupling 
efficiency, up to 150 bp, high- 
throughput benchtop 
synthesizers (96 
oligonucleotides) 

High accuracy, 
customized reagent kits 

Long G-rich sequence 
secondary structure 

15, 50, 
https:// 
dnascript. 
com/ 

Molecular Assemblies Steric control of elongation and 
random polymerization 

High accuracy Limited range of cleavable 
terminators compatible 
with TdT 

15 

Camena Bioscience High sequence accuracy (85% 
full-length sequences) 

High accuracy, avoids 
dependence on TdT 

Complicated process, high 
cost 

15 

Ansa Biotechnologies Lengthen the single nucleotide 
within 10–20 s 

Avoids difficulty in 
binding TdT to modified 
nucleic acid, low 
dependence on chemistry 

Chemical scars, high 
consumption of TdT 

15, 51  
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proposed a thermally controlled synthesis that is compatible with both phosphoramidite and emerging enzymatic methods [43]. By 
adjusting the temperature of the sites in the Evonetix microfluidic thermal array, it is possible to control the rate of chemical reactions 
used for oligonucleotide synthesis at each site in the array. A low melting point reheat blocking material is added to a closed chamber 
containing a specially designed large-scale addressable synthesis site, which is heated by using circuit signals to control whether the 
site is energized or not. Under the condition of heating, the special material can be adsorbed onto the corresponding site, preventing 
the subsequent incoming test agent from reacting with it. If further synthesis is needed, the material can be cleaned with a solvent to 
expose the site for the synthesis reaction [44]. Based on this technology, Evonetix is expected to offer a benchtop microarray 
synthesizer. 

2.3. Enzymatic oligonucleotide synthesizers 

Currently, column oligonucleotide synthesis is the main method for commercial oligonucleotide synthesis. However, it is char-
acterized by limitations such as constrained throughput and elevated costs. Microarray oligonucleotide synthesis is typically used to 
form complex oligonucleotide libraries. Other problems include a higher error rate. In the synthesis cycle, oligonucleotide sequence 
depurination occurs spontaneously due to the oligonucleotide is exposed to the deprotection reagent. Misalignment of the reaction 
droplet, poor sealing of the reagent, or imprecise deprotection due to the beam shift in the photocontrol system can cause edge effects, 
resulting in base errors in the oligonucleotide sequences in neighboring regions [45]. Moreover, conventional chemical synthesis relies 
on organic reagents, which bear environmental implications. Consequently, there is a growing surge of interest in enzymatic oligo-
nucleotide synthesis technology. In comparison to chemical synthesis, enzymatic oligonucleotide synthesis presents advantages, 
including milder reaction conditions and reduced by-product formation (Fig. 1C). 

In 1959, Bollum described a ssDNA polymerase, terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT), which is able to attach deoxy-
nucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) to the 3′ end of ssDNA in a template-independent manner [46,47]. Decades later, TdT was integrated 
into commercial Template-Independent Enzymatic Oligonucleotide Synthesis (TiEOS) methods [48]. This method synthesizes ssDNA 
on a solid-phase support using TdT and nucleoside 5ʹ-triphosphates (NTPs). The NTPs are modified with a synthesis-interrupting 
“terminator”, which ensures that only one nucleotide is added during each reaction step. Subsequently, the terminator is removed, 
facilitating the addition of the next desired nucleotide in the oligonucleotide sequence [48,49]. 

Since 2013, the Molecular Assemblies, the DNA Script and the Nuclera Nucleics have established the TdT enzyme-based DNA 
synthesis technology [16]. These methodologies primarily involve the modification of nucleotide molecules, the chemical synthesis of 
nucleotide monomers featuring reversible terminating groups, and the subsequent addition of bases to the end of the synthesized 
sequence using TdT enzymes. Notably, DNA Script utilizes 3ʹ–ONH2–protected NTPs, while Molecular Assemblies and Nuclera Nucleics 
prefer azidomethyl terminators [15]. In 2020, DNA Script introduced Syntax, the pioneering DNA printer founded on Enzymatic DNA 
Synthesis (EDS), thereby enabling automated template-free synthesis [16]. Syntax comprises three essential components: (i) a highly 
engineered TdT enzyme, (ii) reversibly terminated nucleotides, and (iii) solid supports incorporating a short, predefined initiator DNA 
(iDNA). The system’s software automates the entirety of synthesis, post-processing and oligonucleotide concentration normalization, 
empowering users to commence their operations within a mere 15 min (https://dnascript.com/). The system allows parallel synthesis 
of 96 oligonucleotides of 60 bp within six to 7 h. DNA Script has achieved up to 99.7% coupling efficiency and has successfully 
synthesized a 280 bp sequence [50]. 

In 2018, Sebastian Palluk and colleagues introduced a novel oligonucleotide synthesis strategy using the template-independent 
polymerase, TdT [51]. They developed polymerase-nucleotide conjugates enabling reversible termination of chain elongation. The 
TdT-dNTP conjugate allows precise and quantitative extension of a single nucleotide within the primer in a brief 10–20 s. This 
innovative technology has been adopted by Ansa Biotechnologies. The following table lists the parameters for automated 

Fig. 2. Schematic representations of assembly methods for DNA synthesis. A, Polymerase cycling assembly (PCA). B, Ligase chain reaction (LCR). C, 
D, Different strategies for dealing with microarray oligonucleotide complexities. 
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oligonucleotide synthesizer (Table 1). 

3. Automated DNA assembly 

Currently, the length of de novo DNA synthesis is constrained, necessitating the assembly of longer genes or genomes from 
oligonucleotide fragments. DNA synthesis and assembly techniques are categorized by the methods they employ. Two commonly 
employed oligonucleotide assembly approaches are polymerase cycling assembly (PCA) [52,53] and ligase chain reaction (LCR) [54]. 
Methods to produce larger assemblies including overlap extension polymerase chain reaction (OE-PCR) [55], circular polymerase 
extension cloning (CPEC) [56,57], Golden Gate [58], Gibson [59,60], sequence and ligation independent cloning (SLIC) [61] and 
others. The assembly of longer DNA fragments is carried out in vivo, often utilizing organisms like E. coli, B. subtilis, and S. cerevisiae. 

3.1. Oligonucleotide assembly methods 

In 1985, the development of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) created a favourable environment for DNA polymerase-based 
assembly technology [62,63]. PCA is a PCR-based method that uses partially overlapping fragments to synthesize dsDNA (Fig. 2A). 
This method involves cycling and amplification, with additional oligonucleotides or extension products, accommodating gaps between 
oligonucleotides [52]. In 2003, Smith and colleagues used PCA to assemble the complete phiX174 phage genome (5386 bp) in a mere 
14 days [53]. LCR bears similarities to PCA but requires the 5′-end phosphorylation of spliced oligonucleotide chains. The 5′-phos-
phorylated oligonucleotide fragments are then connected into double-stranded DNA using DNA ligases (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, both 
OE-PCR and Gibson methods find application in oligonucleotide synthesis of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). Zhang and colleagues 
introduced a straightforward, versatile, and effective gene synthesis approach founded on Sequence Overlapping Extended Polymerase 
Chain Reaction (OE-PCRs) [64]. In this method, they designed 54 bp oligonucleotides, including 18 bp overlapping sequences, to 
synthesize complete genes. On the other hand, Gibson and colleagues devised a one-step method for the direct assembly and cloning of 
oligonucleotides onto the plasmid backbone, both in vitro and in vivo [60,65–67]. 

DNA assembly involving larger pools of oligonucleotides is often less precise. To improve assembly accuracy, Kosuri et al. [68] and 
Quan et al. [69] used distinct methods for oligonucleotide classification within these pools. Kosuri et al. [68] employed PCR to amplify 
pre-designed barcodes, enabling the amplification of specific oligonucleotide subpools. Subsequently, they digested and removed the 
barcodes to facilitate DNA assembly (Fig. 2C). On the other hand, Quan et al. [69] utilized a custom ink-jet synthesizer to synthesize 
oligonucleotides within physically separated micropores. This approach allowed them to synthesize oligonucleotide subsets within 
different micropores, followed by in situ amplification and assembly (Fig. 2D). 

3.2. DNA fragment assembly methods 

While various DNA assembly methods are extensively reviewed elsewhere, our focus here is on two fundamental techniques 

Fig. 3. Schematic representations of assembly methods for DNA assembly. A, Golden Gate assembly. B, Gibson. C, DNA assembly in vivo. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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commonly employed in automated assembly: Golden Gate assembly and Gibson assembly. In 2008, Engler and colleagues introduced 
the concept of Golden Gate assembly [58]. This powerful DNA assembly method relies on type IIS restriction endonucleases (Fig. 3A). 
Distinct from enzymes with the same recognition and cleavage sites, type IIS enzymes have cleavage sites outside the recognition site 
and can be arbitrary. Type IIS enzymes generate cohesive ends, enabling the seamless joining of multiple fragments in a single step. On 
the other hand, Gibson assembly employs T5 exonuclease’s 5′ exonuclease activity to digest DNA fragments. Subsequently, it fills gaps 
with Phusion DNA polymerase and repairs nicks using Taq DNA ligase (Fig. 3B). This method offers the advantages of rapid reaction 
times, straightforward operation, high scalability, and the capability to assemble longer DNA fragments of up to 100 kb [59]. In 2010, 
Gibson and colleagues used Gibson assembly to synthesize the entire 16.3 kb mouse mitochondrial genome from 600 overlapping 
60-mers [60]. 

As DNA fragment lengths increase, in vitro manipulation becomes less reliable, and in vivo recombination systems are typically 
employed for splicing DNA fragments exceeding 20 kb. In gram-negative E. coli, the RecA recombination system serves as the 
endogenous recombination mechanism. Notably, the ET recombination method encompasses the RecET recombination system based 
on the Rac phage encoding and the Red recombination system based on λ phage encoding [70]. The gram-positive bacterium B. subtilis 
also possesses a robust in vivo recombination system. Extracellular DNA can be introduced into the cytoplasm in a single-stranded form 
and subsequently integrated into B. subtilis chromosomes through RecA-mediated homologous recombination [71–73]. S. cerevisiae 
exhibits the capacity to absorb and recombine DNA fragments, effectively assembling DNA fragments through homologous recom-
bination (Fig. 3C) [3,74–79]. In 2016, Zhou and colleagues introduced Cas9-assisted homologous recombination assembly (CasHRA) 
technology, which enabled the assembly of a 1.03 Mb MGE-syn1.0 (minimal genome of E. coli) [80]. In recent years, in vivo assembly 
methods have been developed for various other microorganisms, including Physcomitrella patens [81], Ralstonia, Pseudomonas putida, 
Lactobacillus plantarum, and Yersinia lipophilicity [82]. 

3.3. Automated DNA assembly platform 

In the field of synthetic biology, conducting large-scale trial-and-error engineering experiments presents formidable challenges that 
go beyond the capabilities of traditional, labor-intensive research methods. Consequently, the establishment of a high-throughput 
engineering research platform becomes imperative. Many companies and research institutions, both domestically and internation-
ally, have developed automated DNA assembly platforms centered around automated synthetic biology technology. Examples of such 
platforms include iBioFAB, the Codex DNA Gibson assembly platform, Ginkgo Bioworks, the Edinburgh Genome Foundry, the Tianjin 
Institute of Industrial Biotechnology, the Shenzhen Synthetic Biology Research Center and so on. These platforms typically follow a 
common automated DNA assembly process, as depicted in Fig. 4. Here are some instances of automated synthetic biology facilities. 

3.3.1. iBioFAB automation platform 
In 2014, Dr. Zhao Huimin’s research team developed FairyTALE, a high-throughput assembly platform built upon the principles of 

the Golden Gate method [83]. This platform leverages automated robotic liquid handling to synthesize hundreds of transcription 

Fig. 4. An overview of the automated assembly DNA factory process. A. Workflow for high-throughput strain construction. B. The process of 
assembling DNA fragments in biofoundry. 
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activator-like effectors (TALEs) in a single day. The process encompasses plasmid construction, robotic assembly, lyophilization, 
Golden Gate reaction, E. coli transformation, polyclonal culture, and plasmid purification, resulting in an impressive 98% assembly 
efficiency and a material cost of $5 per gene [83]. It’s essential to note that the platform’s capability is primarily limited to assembling 
vectors containing a single TALE-FokI monomer. Subsequently, they extended the synthesis process to the iBioFAB (Illinois Biofoundry 
for Advanced Biomanufacturing). Through automated procedures involving enzyme reactions, E. coli transformation, culture, plasmid 
extraction, enzyme digestion verification, and other steps, they managed to produce 400 pairs of transcription activator-like effector 
nucleases (TALENs) in a day, achieving a remarkable 96.2% assembly efficiency and a material cost of $2.1 per gene pair [84]. 

The iBioFAB is an automated workflow that encompasses both hardware and software components. Central to the iBioFAB is an 
articulated robotic arm capable of transporting samples along a dedicated track, facilitating movement from port to instrument. The 
iBioFAB system consists of three key elements: a central robotic platform, a modular computing framework, and an instrumentation 
component. This instrumentation component includes various robotic arms, a robotic liquid handler, Peltier temperature-controlled 
blocks, a microplate reader, incubators, shaking incubators, thermocyclers, a storage carousel, and more [84]. In a subsequent 
development, researchers devised an automated platform for multiplex genome-scale engineering in S. cerevisiae, effectively utilizing 
the iBioFAB for automated multiplex genome-scale engineering. Within each process module, a remarkable 192 transformations can be 
conducted simultaneously, achieving a transformation efficiency of 104 μg− 1 plasmid DNA [85]. Furthermore, Zhao Huimin’s team 
developed a general-purpose DNA assembly method based on Pyrococcus furiosus Argonaute (PfAgo), an endonuclease similar to 
CRISPR-Cas. PfAgo demonstrates the capability to recognize and cleave nearly any arbitrary DNA sequence at elevated temperatures, 
guided by single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), thereby generating defined sticky ends of varying lengths [86]. This assembly method was 
subsequently integrated into the PlasmidMaker platform for plasmid construction, and the workflow was structured into three distinct 
phases: “design-build-test” (Fig. 4B). 

3.3.2. Codex DNA Gibson assembly platform 
In 2017, Gibson et al. reported a digital-to-biological converter (DBC) that can automatically assemble DNA starting from DNA 

sequence information [18]. DBC utilizes a system controller to integrate many pieces of software and equipment. First, the designed 
DNA sequence is entered into Archetype, which can automatically convert the input sequence into oligonucleotide sequence and write 
it to a specified folder. When the oligonucleotide file has been recognized, the DBC system controller sends it to the MerMade 192R 
oligonucleotide synthesizer. After synthesis, an automated pipetting system transfers the oligonucleotides to a thermocycler, where 
they are pooled, assembled, error corrected and reassembled into DNA amplicons. Finally, the DNA amplicons direct the production of 
RNA, proteins and viral particles. DBC’s DNA assembly processes have been incorporated into the BioXp™ 3200, a commercially 
available automated DNA assembly system [87]. The BioXp™ 3200 has two modules, the assembly module and the 
assembly-and-cloning module. The assembly module is used to construct linear, blunt-ended, double-stranded DNA fragments over-
night. On the other hand, the assembly-and-cloning module of the BioXp™ system extends its functionality to cloning DNA and 
collecting DNA clones via the Gibson assembly method. In 2020, Codex DNA launched the BioXp™ 3250 system, offering users the 
capability to assemble DNA sequences of up to 7000 bp with ease, eliminating the need for manually scripting genetic sequences for 
specific experiments on a computer in a few days (Fig. 5) [88]. In 2023, Codex DNA unveiled the BioXp™ 9600 system, representing 
the third generation of gene synthesizers, equipped with advanced throughput capabilities. This cutting-edge system is designed to 
accelerate the discovery and development of novel vaccines and biologics. 

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of Codex DNA Gibson assembly platform.  
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3.3.3. The Ginkgo Bioworks synthetic biology facility 
Ginkgo Bioworks, a prominent commercial foundry, operates in two primary domains: the foundry and the codebase. The foundry 

encompasses biological factories where automated robots, along with proprietary software and data analysis, facilitate high- 
throughput, automated microbial construction and process data monitoring and analysis. The codebase, on the other hand, com-
prises the repository of synthetic biology knowledge and reusable biological data assets accumulated by the platform. It is responsible 
for various aspects of cell programming, such as designing, coding, and modifying strains, before transitioning them to the foundry for 
automated microbial cell production to meet specific requirements. Ginkgo Bioworks has developed multiple automated platforms for 
various tasks. For example, when Ginkgo Bioworks seeks to enhance pathway productivity through strain modification, it employs 
DNA synthesis, strain construction, and ultra high-throughput screening processes (Fig. 4A). Initially, DNA constructs are designed, 
synthesized, and strains constructed using the Inscripta Onyx platform. Next, automated colony pickers developed by kbiosystems are 
utilized to isolate individual colonies. These colonies are then cultured through an automated system developed in-house at Ginkgo 
and subsequently screened using ultra high-throughput acoustic ejection mass spectrometry from SCIEX. Finally, candidate strains are 
further screened using the Ginkgo Ambr 250 fermentation system. This comprehensive engineering process, from DNA design to 
screening data generation, is typically completed within approximately three months. Altogether, Ginkgo Bioworks leverages its DNA 
synthesis and high-throughput screening capabilities to synthesize 109 million base pairs and evaluate 2719 pathways, resulting in a 
total of 30,445 strain tests (https://www.ginkgobioworks.com/). 

3.3.4. The Edinburgh Genome foundry 
The Edinburgh Genome Foundry (EGF) represents a specialized research institution focused on the intricate task of assembling 

large DNA fragments, with a particular emphasis on those surpassing 5 kb in size. The core of EGF’s capabilities resides in a highly 
automated robotic platform, distinguished as the most extensive integrated synthetic biology facility established within the academic 
realm. Notably, this platform is underpinned by the deployment of three autonomous robotic arms [89,90]. The EGF has developed 
and shared more than 20 industrial-grade software packages (https://cuba.genomefoundry.org/) for the design and construction of 
large DNA fragments and combinatorial DNA libraries, including sculpt a sequence, cloning simulation, design Golden Gate overhangs, 
transfer genbank features and so on. It is capable of handling more than 2000 DNA assembly reactions per week, a throughput 20 times 
that of a single researcher working manually [90,91]. EGF collaborates with Autodesk to develop Genetic Constructor, a user-friendly 
web-based tool for designing large DNA constructs and libraries. This platform offers a versatile robotic system for various DNA 
manipulation techniques like Golden Gate assembly, Gibson assembly, yeast recombination, and plasmid extraction, making it a 
valuable resource for research in genetic engineering and molecular biology [92]. 

Table 2 
Parameters of the synthetic biology research related facilities.  

Biofoundry Assembly method Core parameter Estimated throughput Success rate Reference 

Agile biofoundry SLIC, Gibson, CPEC, 
and Golden Gate 

J5 CAD software saves 3–8 times the time 
and 10–20 times the cost of the 
traditional combinatorial 200 plasmids. 

>96 per day >89% 
(random 
clones) 

[93,95], 

IBioFAB Golden Gate Multiple genome engineering can 
achieve three rounds of evolution in six 
weeks, which is 10 times more efficient 
than manual work. 

400 per day >96.2% 
(polyclonal 
cultures) 

[84–86,95–97] 

Amyris Living 
Foundry 

Ligase Cycling 
Reaction (LCR) 

One-step assembly of up to 20 DNA parts 
and up to 20 kb DNA constructs with very 
few single-nucleotide polymorphisms 
(<1 per 25 kb) and insertions/deletions 
(<1 per 50 kb). 

>96 per day >40% [98–100] 

Ginkgo Bioworks Ink-jet printing 
oligonucleotide 
synthesizer 

Construction 30,445 high-yield strains. >Kilomega per year About 95% https://www. 
ginkgobioworks. 
com/ 

DAMP lab Golden Gate High-throughput DNA assembly and 
cloning. 

>42 per day >90% [99,101] 

Edinburgh Genome 
Foundry 

Golden Gate, Gibson Assembly large DNA fragments (>5 kb). 2000 per week 40–90% [89–92] 

London 
BioFoundry 

BASIC Automated design, build and verification 
of large DNA fragments using robotic 
equipment. 

>96 per day 90–99% [94,99] 

Shenzhen Institute 
of Synthetic 
Biology  

Three platforms, “synthetic test” 
platform, “user detector” platform, 
“design learning” platform.   

[90] 

Tianjin Institute of 
Industrial 
Biotechnology 

Golden Gate, Gibson Automated gene manipulation has been 
achieved in a wide range of model 
organisms, and high-throughput 
automated genome editing of 300 times 
per day has been achieved in some model 
organisms. 

100–600 per day (single 
gene cloning) 100 per day 
(complex plasmid multi- 
modular assembly) 

>90% [102]  
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3.3.5. Other BioFoundries 
In 2019, the Global Biofoundry Alliance (GBA) was established in Kobe, Japan. The consortium is a collaboration of 16 leading 

synthetic biology facilities, including iBioFAB, Edinburgh Genome Foundry, DAMP lab, SYNBIOCHEM, London DNA Foundry, 
Shenzhen Institute of Synthetic Biology and so on [91]. In addition to the previously mentioned biofoundries, there are other facilities 
dedicated to automated DNA synthesis and assembly. For instance, Nathan et al. from the US Department of Energy have developed the 
j5 computer-aided design (CAD) software. This tool automates the design of scarless, multi-part DNA assembly protocols, including 
methods like SLIC, Gibson, CPEC, and Golden Gate. Moreover, j5 facilitates the construction of scarless combinatorial DNA libraries. 
When working with combinatorial DNA libraries of approximately 200 plasmids, j5 is estimated to save 3 to 8 times the time and 10 to 
20 times the cost compared to traditional methods [93]. The Baldwin team developed a DNA assembly using Biopart Assembly 
Standard for Idempotent Cloning (BASIC) on OpenTrons (DNA-BOT) platform at the London DNA Foundry, which supports automated 
high-throughput assembly of multi-fragments [94]. Using this technique, the team successfully constructed 88 plasmids simulta-
neously. The following table lists the parameters for automated DNA synthesis in biofoundries (Table 2). 

Biofoundries typically encompass a central robotic platform, synthetic biology workflows, computer-aided design (CAD) software, 
and high-throughput instrumentation [95]. These facilities are highly automated, enabling the conversion of labor-intensive manual 
tasks into large-scale automated production processes. Biofoundries play a pivotal role in completing the DBTL cycle, facilitating 
remote customization, distributed design, and cost-efficient production of synthetic organisms [102]. They are suitable for both 
research and industrial applications [103]. These automated synthetic biofoundries signify a substantial advancement in the realm of 
synthetic biology, affording an unparalleled capacity to streamline intricate research procedures and foster innovation across various 
fields. 

4. Conclusions and outlook 

Currently, chemical synthesis remains the primary method for oligonucleotide production. However, as the demand for large-scale 
gene and genome synthesis in the field of synthetic biology continues to grow, the limitations of column synthesis have become more 
apparent. These limitations include the high cost of chemical reagents, numerous side reactions, and low throughput [104]. Efforts 
have been made to address these shortcomings by synthesizing thousands of oligonucleotides in parallel on chip supports or in mi-
crotiter wells [1]. Nevertheless, chip fabrication is a complex process, and microfluidic oligonucleotide synthesis is prone to higher 
error rates and challenges in isolation and purification. To enhance the sustainability of oligonucleotide synthesis, a shift from 
phosphoramidite-based chemicals to enzyme-catalyzed techniques has shown promise [51]. DNA enzymatic synthesis technology is 
currently undergoing rapid development, although there are still challenges to overcome in the synthesis process. Key goals include 
reducing costs, increasing throughput, and improving oligonucleotide length and fidelity. This necessitates the exploration of new 
enzymes, enzyme modification, and the development of artificial enzymes to create a more controllable strategy that can adapt to the 
automation of enzymatic synthesis [104]. 

Traditional DNA assembly methods are time-consuming and labor-intensive, making it challenging to ensure precision and reli-
ability in synthesis. Introducing automated DNA synthesis technology has the potential to significantly boost efficiency, reduce costs, 
and advance synthetic biology. Currently, the synthesis and assembly of large DNA fragments exceeding 100 kb represent a significant 
challenge in the advancement of gene synthesis technology. Zurcher and colleagues have made notable progress in this field by 
developing continuous genome synthesis (CGS), which allowed them to successfully synthesize a 0.5 Mb segment of the E. coli genome 
within a relatively short period of 10 days [105]. Some polymeric sequences, long repeats and irregular DNA structures have a great 
influence on the assembly of Mb DNA during the assembly process [104]. As the number of DNA assembly layers increases, so does the 
need for quality control measures, including clone selection and sequencing. The use of next-generation sequencing techniques on 
substantial quantities of DNA can significantly reduce these costs [106,107]. The future direction in DNA assembly involves devel-
oping algorithms to optimize the synthesis strategy for genetic systems reaching millions of bases. This advancement necessitates the 
integration of DNA synthesis with high-throughput sequencing platforms, enabling a seamless process that encompasses synthesis, 
assembly, and the correction of sequencing errors [104]. 

Some DNA sequences with complex stricture can interfere with oligonucleotides synthesis process, such as hairpin structures [108], 
high guanine-cytosine (GC) regions [109] and large repeats [110]. Consequently, DNA synthesis and assembly are costly, 
time-consuming, and require considerable trial-and-error efforts. For instance, synthesizing the JCVI-1.0 genome by Gibson et al. took 
15 years and $40 million [79,111]. To address these challenges, the thoughtful design of DNA fragments is essential. However, the 
design process is intricate. Various approaches, including custom synthesis [112], sequence rewriting [113] and machine learning 
models [114] can be utilized. Computational design aids in predicting synthesis challenges accurately, offering insights to save time 
and reduce costs. Additionally, establishing an easily accessible data-driven computing infrastructure is crucial in supporting bio-
logical DBTL processes. 

DNA synthesis and assembly have a broad range of applications in genetic engineering, synthetic biology, drug development, 
molecular diagnosis, agricultural breeding, and data storage. In the context of COVID-19 prevention and control, synthetic DNA probes 
are crucial raw materials for nucleic acid detection kits. Moreover, synthetic DNA significantly expedites the development of biological 
antibody drug modifications, gene therapy, and oligonucleotide drugs. In agricultural breeding, DNA synthesis contributes to the 
development of genetically modified crops with enhanced resistance to pests and diseases, improved crop traits and quality, and 
increased crop yield, resistance, and nutritional value. Furthermore, DNA serves as an efficient storage medium, boasting high storage 
density, extended storage duration, minimal physical space requirements, and low maintenance costs. DNA synthesis technology, as 
the cornerstone of DNA storage processes, plays a pivotal role in the transition of DNA data storage from a concept to a practical 
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application [17]. 
Researchers in the fields of synthetic biology, automation, and information technology need to engage in interdisciplinary col-

laborations to design hardware systems that interface seamlessly with lab software. This synergy is imperative for the development of 
algorithms capable of simulating experimental processes and mitigating the occurrence of large-scale error testing. The primary aim of 
high-performance DNA synthesis is to achieve efficient, cost-effective, and high-quality DNA production at scale. This encompasses the 
sustainable, high-throughput, automated, and integrated synthesis of DNA. Such advancements are pivotal for enabling large-scale 
gene and genome synthesis. Furthermore, ongoing research is merited to improve the efficiency of automated large DNA fragment 
synthesis and to create automated genome synthesis platforms. These developments hold the potential to drive advancements in the 
fields of food and chemical production. 
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